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PREDICTING CATTLE DIETS 

 

               Last week I turned the cows and calves grazing my pastures into a new paddock.  Well, not actually 
new since they had grazed it earlier in the year, but it had been nearly eight weeks since they were last in 
there.  It’s a paddock that is well dominated by big bluestem with lots of indiangrass, too.  Those two warm
-season grasses probably contribute about eighty percent of the growth in that paddock.  There also are 
modest amounts of alfalfa, red clover, smooth bromegrass, and bluegrass. 

               The forage was quite lush and leafy with only occasional seedstalks of bluestem and indiangrass 
because the earlier grazing had topped off the stems as they were developing.  It looked really desirable to 
me, at least if I was a cow.  And as the animals entered they readily sampled a little bit of everything and 
seemed pretty content.  At least it was better than the brome-alfalfa they just finished. 

               Anyway, as they moved around sampling the buffet, all of a sudden they just stopped and started 
grazing vigorously in one spot.  I walked over, and guess what they were eating eagerly – field 
bindweed!  It was a spot where mineral had been placed previously and the other plants had been grazed 
or trampled really short so the bindweed thrived. 

               I guess I shouldn’t have been surprised because I often see the cows eat bindweed wherever it 
appears in my pastures so I don’t consider it a problem weed.  But it shows how sometimes our traditional 
thinking can mislead us into missing out on opportunities.  I could have spent time and money spraying out 
that bindweed, something that the cows like. 

               It makes me wonder – what else have I missed?  How about you? 
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